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mouths full. Noir detectives drink alone. 
Com radeship leads soldiers and officers to 
share food and drink. Melodramas require 
disastrous, sometimes heart-warming family 
dinners. Ro mantic comedies benefit from 
chocolates” (1).

Chapter 1, “ Foodways as an Ideological 
Approach,” furthers this point, defining “ 
food- ways” as, quoting Yvonne Lockwood, “ 
the entire complex of ideas and behaviors 
associ ated with food” and adding that “ the 
concept entered academic discourse in the 
early 1970s when folklorist Don Yoder used 
the term ‘food- ways’ in his article ‘Folk 
Cookery’” (25). Along

“ Films depend on food.” This seemingly 
absurd statement, which begins the 
introduction to Appetites and Anxieties: 
Food, Film, and the Politics o f 
Representation, by Cynthia Baron, Diane 
Carson, and Mark Bernard, will be news 
to those who love films forthe artistry of 
the writers, directors, actors, and 
cinematogra phers (1). The authors, 
however, quickly craft their argument, 
reminding the reader that 
“ Slapstick comedies need pie-throwing 
scenes that escalate into brawls. To build 
their resolve, tough guys in western and 
actions films down shots of cheap liquor. 
Gangsters talk with their
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with the introduction, chapter 1 gives fullness 
to the authors’ proposition, moving beyond 
food in an obvious context, in movies such as 
Big Night and Like Water for Chocolate, to con 
texts where “ food does not nourish or heal,” 
nor does it “ establish beneficial communities 
or encourage supportive individual relation 
ship” ; the authors cite Soylent Green (1973), 
The Man Who Fell to Earth (1976), and The Hun 
ger Games (2012) as examples (108).

Unfortunately, rather than build upon this 
well-structured reasoning in chapter 2, the 
writers submit a dizzying jumble of facts and 
notes about film’s unbridled relationship with 
corporations and government regulators, stat 
ing, “ Representations of food are thus one of 
many filmic elements impacted by co-produc- 
tion arrangements” (54). The authors have a 
particular disdain for use of food tie-ins (e.g., 
Iron Man eating a Burger King cheeseburger) 
by Hollywood “ blockbusters” (54). Of course, 
food and corporate coproductions have been 
part of radio and television since their incep 
tion. “ Soap operas” were so named because 
they were sponsored coproductions with soap 
companies, and television was once filled with 
stars endorsing cigarettes.

In turning to government regulators and 
censorship, the authors fail to associate gov 
ernment regulation with perceived (real or 
imagined) threat to America. Likewise, they 
state plainly that “ topics that disrupt the plea 
sure of film entertainment, such as the toxicity 
of diets infused with corn syrup, the economic 
downside o f ‘cheap food,’ and the problem of 
food insecurity even in leading food exporting 
countries .ike the United States and Brazil, 
have beer consistently ‘ignored or hidden 
from view’” (59). Why? “The power of food and 
beverage giants helps to explain this practice” 
(59). Although the reader may know examples 
that run counter to this position, the authors 
present only one side of the issue. The rest 
of the chaster moves this way: set up a straw 
man, shoot down the straw man, and offer no 
counterpoint.

Thankfully, they leave their personal politics 
out of the next few chapters, which continue
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promisingly. In chapter 4, they use The Man 
Who Fell to Earth, Soylent Green, and The Hun 
ger Games to skillfully demonstrate a new sub 
genre of sci-fi: films that show “ foodways repre 
sentation to explore the problem of increasingly 
scarce resources.” The heart of these dystopian 
worlds “ is a critical food or water shortage” 
(108). The title character in The Man Who Fell 
to Earth “seeks water for his family on a dying 
planet” (108). Soylent Green involves “ eating 
rations made from human beings” (108). In The 
HungerGames, “ survivors are threatened with 
starvation inside and outside the games” (108). 
Chapters, “When Humans Are the Food Prod 
uct,”  is about cannibalism, which the authors 
concede raises a question: “do cannibal films 
belong to the food film genre?” (129). Their an 
swer-reminding the reader that cannibal films’ 
“ depictions of cuisine choices, procurement 
policies, and eating protocols take on height 
ened significance precisely because human 
beings are placed in the food category” —is 
persuasive (129).

Regrettably, chapter 8, “The Politics Sur 
rounding Documentaries’ Depiction of Food- 
ways,” is not. The authors once again fail to 
offerthe readera contrasting view. Instead, 
they telegraph their political intent when they 
explain that documentaries about foodways 
are not marketed the same way as blockbusters 
“ [bjecause these campaigns are opposed to 
corporate control of food, [and] the film indus 
try’s profit-focused distribution and exhibition 
practices ensure that even films with theatrical 
release reach limited audiences” (202). Surely, 
audience preference is also an issue. But when 
mentioned, it is quickly minimized, as when 
the authors write about the films Super Size Me 
(2004) and Food, Inc. (2008). Here the writers 
opine that the reason the films were not put 
into a wide release is “ likely that the distribu 
tors did not see marketable qualities in the 
films, and they imagined they would not recoup 
a reasonable return for their investment” (212). 
The rest of the chapter goes into great detail 
to prove this bias with a blizzard of box office 
statistics, theatrical grosses, and numbers.
But it fails to persuade. Moreover, some of the
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food, cultures, and countries, touching upon 
gender, ethnicity, and sexuality. Bafflingly, 
though, they include a six-page breakdown of 
Billy Crystal’s Mr. Saturday Night (1992), incor 
porating a shot-by-shot analysis of the opening 
credit sequence. The choice to highlight Mr. 
Saturday Night, a critical and box office failure, 
seems not just out of place but odd (the film’s 
food stylist, Ann Schultz, is a contributor to the 
book’s appendix, which includes further dis 
cussion of Mr. Saturday Night).

Still, despite the one-sided infusion of the 
authors’ politics, Appetites and Anxieties’ best 
chapters are so convincing and thoroughly 
compelling—moving through a breathless sup 
ply of examples of films and filmmakers, find 
ing “ foodways” everywhere from Agnes Varga 
(The Gleaners and I [2005]) to Chul-Soo Park 
{301/302 [1995]) to Abbott and Costello (African 
Screams [1949])—that it fulfills its goal in leav 
ing the reader satiated.
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information feels dated, with the discussions 
of DVDs, “ Google Video,” and the MPAA. DVD 
sales are almost dead, and with iTunes, Netflix, 
Hulu, and so on, a filmmaker can make his or 
her film available to a large audience (without 
MPAA approval). Also, Google bought YouTube 
in 2006, folding Google Video into it. Thus, by 
not providing current distribution models that 
filmmakers have access to, the writers fail to 
give the reader a full understanding of chal 
lenges and new opportunities faced by these 
alternative films.

The final chapter, “ Food as a Window into 
Personal and Cultural Politics,” is the most suc 
cessful and puzzling. It begins with the authors’ 
strong argument that “ [f]oodways analysis can 
unlock the traditions, social practices, and 
cultural politics of countries. From the ordi 
nary to the ostentatious, the traditional to the 
taboo, food provides a window into a country’s 
dominant climatic environments, accumulated 
historical influences, and pervasive religious 
principles” (227). The chapter then takes the 
reader on a satisfying journey linking films,
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